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A mostly fun, sometimes serious guide to love, sex, and adventure in the great outdoors. Author

Michelle Waitzman has years of experience &#147;playing the fieldâ€• in the backcountry, and this

book is full of her tricks. Showing you the best positions for campers (the tent tango), to how to look

and feel sexy when you havenâ€™t bathed in days (go skinny-dipping), she inspires you to leave

behind the boring bed sheets and crawl into a tantalizing tent. Filled with advice, positions, games,

and tricks, this book will expose you to orgasmic opportunities for love, sex, and outdoor adventure.

Includes original illustrations with playful and inspiring ideas for outdoor lovemaking, and dozens of

tell-all tales and suggestions from other outdoor adventurers. Filled with advice, positions, games,

and tricks, this book will expose you to orgasmic opportunities for love, sex, and outdoor adventure.

Includes original illustrations with playful and inspiring ideas for outdoor lovemaking, and dozens of

tell-all tales and suggestions from other outdoor adventurers.
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This book isn't just about sex but certainly doesn't shy away from it either. It's far more about getting

a reluctant partner out camping and hiking and then how to improve the odds of having romantic

interludes. After that, it tells you how to plan a trip, how to get along while you are out there, how to

keep clean, how to have romantic dinners and then tells you all the lovely ways of making sex

possible that are only available outdoors.The book is well written, witty and has great stories. Some

stories were simply beautiful and brought a tear to my eye and some were laugh out loud funny. I

especially liked "Nice Ways to Say You Stink" and the entire chapter on having sex in a canoe.



There is one especially sexy story about toasting marshmallows on an open fire that I had to read

twice. The illustrations by Ann Miya were a hoot and added a lot of ambiance to the book.On top of

this, there are useful information sections with recipes, romantic locations and an extensive list of on

line resources.My only real gripe is in the layout, where a large aside, taking up a page or two, can

go right in the middle of a sentence. It can interrupt the flow, but is a minor point in the middle of a

book with so much to offer.This is a must for couples who like camping and hiking, but even more

so for a member of a couple whose partner is resistant to the idea of camping. It suits any level,

from hard core to car campers only. I can't recommend it enough for people who just want a little

more spice in their life and are wondering how.

I'll admit it, I'm hardly a camper. But out of sheer curiosity I picked up this book, and have been

enjoying my way through it. The writing style is fun and light, and the personal anecdotes (from the

author and others) are highly amusing. Thoroughly readable, and certainly recommended (and as I

said, I'm not even a camper).

I purchased this book for our Marriage Ministry camping trip, this August. The board is made up of 5

couples. We met Saturday and had a great time going over the illustrations in the book. After

reading through the chapters however, we found it to be very informative and helpful especially for

our first time campers.

What a great new unique book. I can't remember seeing anything even similar to it in the past. This

would make a great gift for any young adult into camping. The book is easy to read and fun, never

taking things too seriously, while still providing practical info.

I bought this for an outdoorsy friend for her bachelorette party. I only skimmed through the book, but

found it hilarious. My friend also thought it was funny. Her, now husband, also got a kick out of it.

What a fantastic book!!!I have a young family with three children and so I cannot be a full-time

camper now. But I used to be a frequent camper in my early 20s. Eevery year we camp at least

twice in New Zealand and my gang enjoys it a lot. This books gave me some ideas my mind never

picked up. Thanks Michelle for that.I enjoyed this book and I wish I had this book when I was in my

early twenties. It's an easy to read and an easy to understand book. With my language barrier with

English I still enjoyed each and every bit of the book contents. I would highly recommend this book



to anyone.Cheers.S

A laugh-out-loud look into the world of camping. This is a fresh insight to a heavily published topic.

Highly Recommended! (BTW: Contrary to the author's note, shipping to Canada is not the same as

US.)

This book has all your questions answered and many more that you didn't even think of. You want

to get that special someone more enjoyment in the outdoors, read this book and use its fabulous

teachings.
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